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Specifications for Badminton Equipment 

 
BADMINTON UPRIGHT 

MODEL NO. BM10U 
Removable type in floor sleeves. Uprights are competition types, white powder-coated aluminum 1-11/16” x 1-
11/16”, weighing 9 lbs. The lower end is fitted with an adjustable bottom for an exact height regulation of the net. 
Post is provided with a slotted steel top cap for the net rope, and with a cleat fixation and tie-off button on both side 
of the post to accommodate both end post and center post applications. 
 

PORTABLE BADMINTON POST NET SYSTEM 
MODEL NO. BM10P 
Wheeled post for top competition, steel tube profile 1-11/16” x 1-11/16”. Welded onto weighted t-base with brace. 
Large floor-protective wheels and non-skid floor pads to front and rear of t-base. Post provided with slotted steel top 
cap for the net rope along with cleat fixation. Floor pad at the front is adjustable for an exact height at the net.  
Includes BM10N net and a pair of posts. Weight is 100 lbs. 
 

BADMINTON SUPPORT POST 
MODEL NO. SNABM62145U 
Portable post requiring no floor sleeve for support. White powder-coated round 1” diameter steel post. Base shall be 
molded rubber 8” diameter anti-scuff material. Top of post is fitted with a slotted rubber cap to accept top cable of 
badminton net. Entire assembly shall be 5’ – 1” tall. 
 

BADMINTON SLEEVE 
MODEL NO. BM10S 
Aluminum sleeve shall be 12” long. Inside opening is 1 3/4” x 1 3/4”. 
 

BADMINTON HINGED BRASS COVER PLATE 
MODEL NO. BM30CV 
Floor plate shall be brass alloy with attached hinged cover. Hinge and three (3) holes in the ring (for screwing into 
the floor) shall be completely concealed under the cover when in the closed position, allowing for a completely flat 
surface. In a “floating” wood floor the plate is connected to the floor only, allowing it to move with the expansion and 
contraction of the floor. Plates shall be 4 ½” in diameter by 9/16” thick. Diameter of the opening shall be 3”. 
 

BADMINTON NET 
MODEL NO. BM10N 
Competition, heavy-duty dark nylon twine.  The net shall be 19’ 7/8” in length and 30” in height.  Netting shall be ¾” 
square mesh, black nylon.  Double white headband 1 ½” housing the sew-in suspension cord with sides and bottom 
tape border. 
 


